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The research reported in [R6] addressed the issue of inherent high dimensionality of measured 
structure data in raw time series sensory signals for SHM using different deep learning techniques 
to assess the reliability as well as the trade-off between accuracy and of different deep learning 
models, assisting the relevant stakeholders to make informed decision in maintenance and 
operation of bridges.  
The work in [R7] makes use of physical features embedded in raw data and an elaborated hybrid 
deep learning model, featuring two algorithms—convolutional neural network (CNN) and long-
short term memory (LSTM). Building on advances in algorithms for health monitoring uniting 
machine learning, structural mechanics and signal processing Nguyen developed a novel hybrid 
approach that delivered highly accurate results in detecting damage and its severity even for 
multiple damage scenarios. The resulting method has been a practical end-to-end data-driven 
framework used for defining a Digital Twin for automatically monitoring the operational state of 
structures. This framework is reported in the IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and 
Engineering [R7]. These works were integrated in a Cloud based Digital Twin platform 
(http://3.140.199.12/) that was critical to the repair plan development of the Thăng Long bridge in 
Hanoi, Vietnam by the Ministry of Transport resulting in savings of £1.5 million on repair costs and 
benefits of £7.6 million in economy [S12]. 
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TCS Research is a pioneer in core technology infrastructure to support Model Driven Engineering 
(MDE) and has delivered several large business critical software systems using this infrastructure 
for almost 20 years. They recognized that MDE could be applied to address all aspects of an 
enterprise such as vision, mission, goal, strategies and operational processes. These research 
questions were congruent with the LEAP research conducted by Barn and Clark [R1] and it is this 
that shaped the collaboration. The [S1] letter from the Executive Vice President and Chief 
Technology Officer of TCS confirms the basis of the collaboration, the ongoing work and the 
benefit of 
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